The structural damage of double-stranded DNA under UV radiation was examined using single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. Compared to undamaged DNA, the diffusion coefficient of λ-DNA was significantly increased with 12 min or 20 min of radiation but remained unchanged for 40 min of exposure possibly due to strand crosslinking. The structural damage of DNA was further examined using transmission electron microscopy which revealed kinks and sharp bends along the DNA backbone.
Introduction
DNA photon absorption, on a time scale of 10 -12 sec, can excite a pyrimidine base. In this excited state, energy can be released through various pathways, such as fluorescence, or reactions with other molecules forming unstable intermediates or stable photoproducts [1] . UV wavelength is known to play a significant role in the rate and type of damage. For example, UVB (290-320 nm) is a few orders of magnitude more potent than UVA (320-400 nm) in inducing carcinogens due to the increase in photon energy [2] . Although most of UVB is absorbed by the atmosphere, due to the degradation of stratospheric ozone, however, there has been a rise in UVB radiation at the earth's surface, and air pollutants threaten to enlarge ozone holes, exposing the environment to highly energetic UVC (100-290 nm) [1] . Specifically, at a dose of 420 J/m 2 of UVC radiation which corresponds to 20 hrs of natural sunlight exposure at noon on a summer day in Los Angeles [3] , one cyclobutane dipyrimidine dimer (CPD) is formed every 250-350 bp [4] . There are two main types of photoproducts induced by UVC radiation. The most common are CPDs, which involve two covalent bonds between adjacent pyrimidines [5] . For example, thyminethymine cyclobutane dimers (T-T dimer) occur with greater frequency compared to cytosine-thymine, thymine-cytosine, and cytosine-cytosine dimers [1] . Pyrimidine 6-4 pyrimidine photoproducts (6-4 PPs) involve a single covalent bond between positions 6 and 4 of adjacent pyrimidines. In vivo, if a photoproduct is not completely repaired, helix distorting photoproducts, such as CPDs, 6-4 PPs, and crosslinks, pose a mutagenic threat and such mutations could cause heritable changes in gene expression resulting in UV-induced skin cancers [5, 6] . Although UV induced DNA damage has been extensively studied, the structural damage of DNA has rarely been examined at the single-molecule level.
It is depicted by the reptation theory and the tube model that a linear polymer such as a doublestranded DNA (dsDNA), once entangled with other polymers, diffuses like a crawling snake in an imaginary tube confined by its neighboring polymer molecules [7] [8] [9] . Inhomogeneities of DNA, such as unwinding and bending induced by the formation of photoproducts, are expected to affect the diffusion coefficient of the molecule. In this paper we investigate the structural damage of UV-radiated DNA via a single-molecule diffusion study and complement this approach with a direct visualization of damaged DNA using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Results and Discussion

Single-Molecule DNA Diffusion in the Presence of UV Damage
For every CPD formed, a dsDNA molecule is unwound by 9.3˚ and bent towards the major groove by 30˚ [10] , affecting the overall homogeneity of the DNA. Such structural damage can be reflected by monitoring the diffusion of DNA in semi-dilute or entangled state. Table 1 tabulates the average diffusion coefficients for undamaged (healthy) λ-DNA at 0.008±0.001 μm 2 /s, and λ-DNA under UVC radiation of 12 min and 20 min at 0.017±0.002 μm 2 /s and 0.019±0.003 μm 2 /s, respectively. These measurements are qualitatively in agreement with our previous observation [11] that a base-pair mismatched DNA possessed a larger degree of flexibility than matched DNA due to the "bubble" formation in the former. After 40 min of UVC exposure, the diffusion coefficient drops back to 0.008±0.001 μm 2 /s; suggesting a structural impediment on the flexibility of the λ-DNA. A consideration for this behavior would be an increased likelihood of inter-strand (and intra-strand) crosslinking for longer exposure times. The frequency of 1 crosslink per kilo-base-pair with 5000 J/m 2 UVC radiation [12] is equivalent to our 40 min exposure at 7344 J/m 2 . Even one crosslink, a covalent bond between pyrimidines of one or two overlapping strands, would create a complex limiting reptation. Although extremely unlikely, the total possible of CPDs formed at our experimental doses can be as high as 20,209 dimers per strand. The total number of neighboring thymines (T), which facilitate T-T dimers, is 5,237. The total number of neighboring cytosines (C) and thymines (T) and neighboring T and C, which promote C-T and T-C dimers, is 10,230. And the total number of neighboring cytosines, which promote C-C dimmers, is 4,742. The probability of CPD formation at every possible location is rare. In fact, bulk studies indicate the rate of induction for T-T, C-T, T-C, C-C dimers have a ratio of 68:13:16:3, for 1000 J/m 2 with UVC [1] , corresponding to ~3560 T-T, 664 C-T, 818 T-C and 142 C-C dimers (a total of 5184 per strand) in one lambda DNA molecule. However, this ratio will likely change with the amount of exposure due to the non-linear increase in CPD formation [13] . A comparison of the single-molecule data with gel electrophoresis maintains the trend of enhanced flexibility with exposure. Figure 1 demonstrates a noticeable increase in the distance traveled with damaged DNA (lanes 3-6) compared to healthy DNA (lane 1). The lane 1 containing the control (healthy λ-DNA) clearly displays a larger intensity, suggesting an expected homogeneity of this sample. The losses of band intensity (lanes 3-6) with greater degrees of damage suggest increased heterogeneity due to damage. Crosslinking may create large networks that cannot move through the agarose pores, and instead, are trapped in the top wells. The gel electrophoresis only looks at the sample in the band, but single-molecule data will include damaged DNA not resolved by the gel. Note the labeling of λ-DNA by ethidium bromide, on the other hand, could be hindered by the presence of photoproducts, due to the weakened base-pairing. This too can explain the reduction in band intensity.
Gel Electrophoresis in the Presence of UV Damage
Transmission Electron Microscopy Study of DNA in the Presence of UV Damage
We used TEM to further examine UVC-induced DNA damage. Note the sharp bends in Figure 2b ) which rarely occur in Figure 2a) , possibly indicating the presence of dimers due to UV radiation. Interestingly the loops and sharp bends in Figure 2 occurred on a scale much smaller than 50 nm, the persistence length of dsDNA as predicted by the worm-like-chain model [9] . This is consistent with previous studies [11, 14, 15] suggesting that short dsDNA, unlike a rigid rod, still possesses a certain degree of flexibility. 
Experimental Section
UVC Damage
The formation of CPDs on λ-DNA (ordered from IDT, with a total of 48,502 base pairs) was induced by a germicidal lamp with a dose rate of 3.06 J/s·m 2 . Radiation of λ-DNA in buffer T10 (10 mM Tris, 10 mM NaCl, Milli-Q water, at pH of 7.34) occurred on ice for a series of exposure times ranging from 0 min, 12 min, 20 min, and 40 min.
Single-Molecule Diffusion of DNA
Post exposure, the λ-DNA was labeled with dye POPO-3 (Ex: 532 nm; Em: 572 nm) which only exhibited substantial fluorescence when bound to the DNA. Highly concentrated unlabeled λ-DNA, serving as the entanglement medium, was deconcatemerized by incubating at 74ºC for 5 min and then placed on ice for 30 min. The labeled λ-DNA at 0.005 μg/μL was mixed with unlabeled λ-DNA at 0.83 μg/μL to reach a final entanglement concentration of 0.36 μg/μL. Propyl gallate (4%) was added to the sample as an oxygen scavenger. The sample was then flowed into a channel sandwiched between a cover glass and a microscope slide, sealed by nail polish and left to incubate for 10 min. The fluorescence from the sample slide was collected by a water immersion objective (Olympus 60×, NA = 1.2) and focused onto a CCD camera (Roper, Cascade 512B). We first measured the diffusion coefficient of λ-DNA immobilized on a glass substrate ( Table 1 ). The reading of 0.00095±0.00033 indicates excellent instrumentation stability. We also measured the diffusion coefficient of healthy labeled λ-DNA in free solution (no entanglement), which yielded a value of 0.404±0.054 μm 2 /s, in good agreement with the literature [16] . In terms of single-molecule data selection, large fluorescent spots were not analyzed to exclude clumps of strands or multiple intra-strand crosslinks. The fluorescent signals were monitored for 60 frames with a 0.2s exposure time for each frame. The diffusion coefficients were calculated from the mean-square-displacements of the fluorescent molecules using MatLab programs [17] .
Gel Electrophoresis
Preparation of the agarose gel consisted of 10 mL of 10× TAE buffer, 90 mL of Milli-Q water, 17 μL of ethidium bromide (at 5 mg/mL), and 1.0 g of agarose for a 1.0% concentration. Each lane was loaded with 5 μL of 1× TAE, 7 μL of loading buffer, and 20μl of varying irradiated λ-DNA (at 0.05 μg/μL). From left to right (Fig. 1) , the lanes contained healthy λ-DNA, 6 min, 12 min, 20 min, and 40 min exposed λ-DNA. 1× TAE was used for the running buffer and let run for about 1 hr at 7 milliamps.
TEM Imaging
Sample preparation for TEM entails separate hypophase and hyperphase solutions. The hypophase contained 0.01 M of Tris buffer, 0.001 M of EDTA, 40% of formamide, Milli-Q water, and functioned as a supporting medium for the hyperphase. The hyperphase (50 μL total volume) contained 50 μg/μL of cytochrome c attaches to 0.05 μg/μL of dsDNA, 0.1 M Tris buffer, 0.01 M EDTA, and 40% of formamide (at 98%). The hyperphase moved down the slide, stretching out the λ-DNA strands. When the λ-DNA reached the hyperphase/hypophase interface, the λ-DNA diffused on top of the hypophase. A grid skimmed over the interface, collecting the λ-DNA labeled with cytochrome c on the surface. Then the grid was placed on a droplet of uranyl acetate, which stained the cytochrome c. Images were recorded at magnification ranging from 15,000× to 400,000× with a Hitachi 7600 transmission electron microscope at 120 kV.
